Industrial Engineer Employee

Your tasks
Study, design and implementation of assembly lines automatic and semiautomatic

Develop design and production standards in cooperation with management and workers

Prepare material and equipment lists, purchase orders, cost analyses and estimated production costs

Coordination, design and construction of assembly lines

Train staff for new processes and provide instructions and manual

Definition of production processes standards

Continuous improvement of production processes

Lead interfunctional meeting as PFMEA, and participate actively to OEE commitee and promote Health and Safety activitiesManagement of people in industrial engineering

Your profile
Logical Thinking;
Systematic Approach;
Problem Solving; English
Automotive development process
Team working; Presentation and moderation skills
Knowledge of production machinery, processes and standards
MS Office; Autocad
Proven work experience as an Industrial Engineer or similar role

Our offer
Italian Native
English fluent
Previous experience in similar position

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online application.

Job ID
REF43854W

Field of work
Engineering

Location
Cairo Montenotte

Leadership level
Leading Self

Job flexibility
Onsite Job

Contact
Martina Migliaccio

Legal Entity
Continental Brakes Italy S.p.A.
About us

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2021, Continental generated sales of €33.8 billion and currently employs more than 190,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On October 8, 2021, the company celebrated its 150th anniversary.